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*NMA 
THE AMEtRICAN RESOURCt 

October 18, 2002 

Mr. Michael Layton 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
115 5 5 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852 

1F•" Meimorapda of Understanding on In Situ Leach Facilities 

Dear Mike: 

This purpose of this letter is to express the National Mining Association's (NMA) support 
for the development of memoranda of understanding (MOUT) between the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission(INRC) anid individual states to reduce dual jurisdiction over in situ leach (ISL) 
facilities. NMA reviewed the meeting summary of discussions held between NRC, several non
Agreemeint States and the Enviromfiental Protection Agency (EPA) in June and agrees that the, 
MOU approach with individual statm such as Wyoming and Nebraska is appropriate. This dual 
jurisdiction over wellfieids significantly increases the costs for uranium producers and is truly a 
waste of licenseeAIRC arid sta -res:'rces :. ,.  

Of couise, the issu6'of dual jurisdicticn-would be moot if NRC would accept NMA's 
position that NRC should have no jurisdiction over ISL mining until the ore reaches the ion 
exchange column ot pernaps later.. Given NRC's continued reluctance to accept that position, 
other ways to minimize overlappimgjilrisdiction should be to be examined. The concept of a 
MOU to achieve the goal of minimizing overlapping jurisdiction was first raised at a NRC 
staff/industry meeting held in Riverton, Wyoming in 1997. At that time, NRC staff were looking 
.. " -"--elo~inig-a-chaipter-in-,PC inspection manual and attempting to determine whether the 
states were already addressing the necessary components; staff indicated that if the state covered 
all the issues NRC had to cover, then NRC could rely on the state. In the intervening years, both 
industry and the Commission itself have asked staff to determine away to proceed with the.  
MOU coij"ep.NMA-is plea's~dthid id s finally coming to fruition. -. - ,, . .  
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"It Tiha lo6gical st'• oi'-NRC t6 i-evblop MOUs that would'allow NRC to defer active 
regulation of groundwater protection to the states. ISL weilfields are already adequately 
regulate4;-regulation'of-'ISLI.ellfield extends far beyond the requirements of the EPA's UIC 
progir - there aresep t statezigiulations specific to ISL mining, control of wellfield 

,peationsý and groundwater restorition. NMA urges NRC to develop the MOUs with Wyoming 
.ai~d Nebraska iri ýri expedient manner to prevent further squandering of licensee, NRC and state 

-1 oresources. - .... . .  
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If you have any questions, please contact me at 202/463-2627.  

Sincerely, 

Katie Sweeney 
Associate General Counsel
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